ADVENTURE WORLD / STAWA
PHYSICS ARMBAND FORM
Season 2015-16
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PURPOSE

To outline the safe and exclusively permitted usage of smartphones when combined with an Adventure
World approved arm band to record physics data during the STAWA event using the SPARKvue app.
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RESPONSIBILITY

This procedure is issued by Adventure World and once signed, must be enforced by the Teachers &
Supervisors of the STAWA group. Adventure World and Cider House Tech are not responsible for any
damage sustained to personal property used during this process. All property is used at the sole risk of the
individual & Teacher or Supervisor. This signed form must be completed and returned to the Adventure
World Guest Services Counter on the day of the event to receive the required stickers prior to
participating in any ride.
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PROCESS

All students must be informed of the following steps to safely securing their phones prior to visiting Adventure
World:
1. Download the SPARKvue app via the Apple App Store.
2. The phones case should be removed to ensure a secure fit in the approved arm band.
3. Insert phone into the armbands pocket and firmly tuck in any tabs and secure any Velcro or
openings.
4. Place armband on arm and secure the band around the arm using the bands Velcro or other native
method. Once in place, move arm up and down to ensure the arm band cannot slide or move.
5. Once secured and in position the Teacher or Supervisor is responsible for ensuring the armband
and its contents are completely secure.
6. Once this check has been completed by the Teacher or Supervisor they may apply a coloured sticker
supplied by Adventure World. This sticker must be applied to the plastic face of the armband and is
uniquely chosen by Adventure World on each occasion to ensure only approved Guests are taking
these armbands on the rides. Ride Operators will be briefed on the colour that is permitted on the
day.
7. Failure to have a properly secured and stickered arm band with the correct colour for the day will
result in rejection from the ride by an Adventure World Team Member.
8. When loading onto each attraction the Ride Operator will provide a final courtesy check that the
armband is safely secured however neither they, Adventure World or Cider House Tech are at any
stage responsible for any damage sustained to the device or injury resulting from the device
becoming dislodged.
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ACCEPTANCE

Sign and date below to verify you have spoken to your students about the above and they understand the
importance of complying with safety regulations, and accept the risk in using their personal property.
School: __________________________________________________
Teacher: _________________________________________________
Teacher Signature: _________________________________________
Date: ___________________________________________________
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